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We had a great outing in May at the Delta Bay RV Resort near Rio Vista. There were a total of 11 rigs (20 
people) in attendance, including two guest rigs – the Fuqua’s and the Rusconi’s (guests of Paul and 
Nancy). We also had two guests at our potluck dinner – former member Julie and her guest Mark. The 
Fuqua’s have attended before, and decided to formally join the Bums at the outing. 
 
We enjoyed camping just across the levee from the San Joaquin River – we were actually below the river 
level. No mosquitos! Of course, that was due to the strong winds that abated (of course) on Sunday 
morning. We had two boats (the Baldwin’s and Rick Strickland’s), which served as floating fishing docks 
in the marina on Friday due to the very rough conditions on the river. Lots of nibbles, and Paul caught a 
nice striped bass. Rick was able to take his boat out Saturday for some fishing. Unfortunately, the 
“pleasure boating champagne cruise” will have to wait for another trip! Despite the windy conditions, 
we enjoyed our usual camaraderie, informal dinners, competitive games of “corn hole” and the potluck 
dinner. 
 
Paul shared the list he has put together on all RV parks we could locate within 150 miles of Sacramento 
(this has been distributed to all members – if you want a printed copy, contact the Baldwins), and there 
was a discussion among the members present. The purpose of the list is twofold: to promote interest in 
trying new places, and to collect current information about these locations. The list needs input from 
everyone!  As you check out these spots, let the rest of us know what you discover – maybe a spot has 
gone out of business, or become private, or is under new ownership and has improved since our last 
visit as a club. We also talked about “dry camping” as an occasional option, and there was some interest 
in considering that as well. We talked about timing – in the sense that a November or February outing 
needs “weather” support – a good facility with a good clubhouse. A summer outing in the mountains 
might be a better candidate for dry camping. 
 
Paul and Nancy Baldwin 
Assistant Wagonmasters 


